
1REVIEWS AND NOTICES Or, BOOKS

1Reviews aiib iRotices of J8ooks.

Medical Psychology: The Mental Factor in Disease. By WILLIAM A.
White. Nervous & Mental Disease Monograph Series, No. 54. New York
and Washington: Nervous & Mental Disease Publishing Co. 1931.
Pp. 141.

THIS well known writer endeavours to show that disease in any part of the
body, however it may be caused, has in everv instance a psychological aspect.
The various chapters logically lead up to this conclusioni. The fundamental
biological concepts necessary for the understanding of such psychological quies-
tions are presented at some length. The organisim-as-a-whole is first studied
from the point of view of its developmental integration an(d structuralization
and then the factors which render it dynamic are pointed out. The thesis is
that the unique character of a mental reaction is that it is a total reaction,
that the field of psychology is the field of total reactions, and that the field of
partial reactions belongs to the domain of physiology. A discussion, mainly
biological, undertakes to establish the conception of mind as introjected en-
vironment. After dealing with the structure and functions of the psyche-
very largely based upon Freudian lines-chapters are devoted to the mental
mechanisms found in psychopathology and the psychological factor in disease.

These few pages are pregnant with suggestive and stimulating material
and written in Dr. White's usual lucid and attractive style. No better insight
into the basic concepts of medical psychology can be gained than by a careful
study of this small work and the author's previous contribution, The Founda-
lions of Psychiatry.

The Mental Defective: A Problem in Social Inefficiency. By RICHARD
J. A. BERRY and R. G. GORDON. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner
& Co. 1931. Pp. 196. Price Ss. 6d. net.

THE growing importance ofmental deficiency in various departments of social life
and the lack ofknowledge on the part ofmanywho have to deal with the problems
arising from it, have led the authors to present here the latest achievements in
its study and in the underlying underdevelopment of the growing brain. The
book, though intended to be popular and addressed partly to the general readert
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will be found to be of great utilitv to the average me(lical nmain whio (lesires
to orientate himself on the subject. NMental deficiencv problemlis in their v-ariouIs
aspects are simply dealt with and followed by chapters on the evolutioni of the
brain and the making of mind. The different tvpes of defectives are discuissed,
the relationship of mental deficiency to other forms of illness brieflv spoken of,
and its social consequences pointed ouit. A policy for the han(dling of the prob-
lem concludes the voluime.

Feeble-mindedness is regardedl as largely a recessive Mendelian unit-character.
The (lefect cannot be cuired but the condition should be recognized early an(d
nio time wasted in trying to fit the (lefective for that for which lie is definitelv
unfit; he should be placed in an environment where he may lead a useful life
within his limitations. It seems futile for the country to spend £93 per annum
on the inefficient child and only £12 on the efficient one. Amongst suggested
eugenic measures are: control of immigration; more discriminating marriage
laws; a quickened national eugenic conscience; sexual segregation; and
finally, drastic measures of asexualisation or sterilisation when necessary. The
whole subject is dealt with comprehensively and clearly and in such a form
that the aim of the book is very adequately fulfilled. Excellent illustrations
add to its value.

Recent Advances in the Study of the Psychoneuroses. BV MAIMATiS
Cu4LPN, M.D., F.R.C.S. London: J. and A. Churchill. 1931. Pp. 348.
Price 12s. 6d.

WE can well believe Dr. Millais Ciilpin when he remarks in his preface that the
writing of his book has presented peculiar difficulties. When a subject deals
with common ailments whose manifestations- are as definite as their etiology
and, indeed, nomenclatuire are indefinite, he who wouild schematise tlheir
(lescription must find himself rather seriously handicapped if he seeks to follow
the canons of medical science. Thus the author sees it is essential to write a

chapter, and that not one of the shorter, on 'nomenclature, classification, and
diagnosis. Its valuie in clearing the air is considerable, even if not all clinicians
will agree with its conclusions. Of the etiology of the psychoneuroses, it is
true, Dr. Culpin appears to be in little doubt; psychoneurosis is ' practically
synonymous witlh a minor psychosis,' and 'neuirosis is a 'phvsiological
(listuirbance that can occur in any minor psychosis. The former can onlv be
uinderstood etiologically by holding some view, some theory, of mental processes
apart from awareness, an(d the author announces that the chief ad(vanices in
this respect have been tlhe (lirect or indirect result of psychoailalytical dis-
coveries. He devotes much attenition to aspects of neui-osis (oi of psyclho-
neurosis) with which he has made himself particularlv familiar, viz,. occupational
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and industrial types, and this part of the book is informative and illuminating,
since it is based on many original observations. Occupational 'cramp' is
regarded as a symptom of a psychoneurotic kind comparable to stammers,
tremors, and ' functional paralyses.' External physical causes are discarded
by Dr. Culpin for psychoneurotic symptoms, miners' nystagmus is a symptom
of a psychoneurosis differing in no way from others, and only the recognition of
psychopathological principles in handling it will ' bring order into the mass of
absurdities and contradictions that make up current views upon the subject.'

The last four chapters of the book are from other pens, and deal respectively
with individual and analytical psychologv, with the psychopathology of child-
lhoo(d and. psyehotherapeuitic clinics.

Psychopathology and Politics. By Harold D. LASSWELL, Assistant
Professor of Political Science, University of Chicago. Chicago: University
of Chicago Press. London: Cambridge University Press. 1931. Pp).
28.5. Pr-ice 13s. 6d. net.

APPLIED psychopathology waxs hound sooner or later to take witlhin its sphere
of activity politics and the politician. Behind various political moves in one
country or another at all times, and mole especially in the last two decennia
in Europe (aind( elsewhere, for that matter), thinking mind(ls iimust have con-
cernued thlenmselves withi the 1)eLrsonalities of tlhe' 1)rilfle movers,,' and hiave
asked whalt mnanner- of mIen they were andl to wlhat extent their p)olitical conduet
wais Coloured, infl uenced(, even or1iginlated, l)y motives an(l factors coinnecte(d
with their inI(ivi(vidal neiirIal and psychological constitIItioii <aI(nd experience.
Clearly, a stuidy of this kind, if it is to be conducted on scientific lines in the
light of contemporary knowledge of personality, demands opportunities that
can not always be forthcoming; what is requisite is the lengthy scrutiny of
the life-histories of specific individuals. Prof. Lasswell has made a com-
mencement in this deeply interesting book, whose conclusions, in the author's
words, are ' highly provisional though potentially significant.' Of the funda-
mental truth of not a few of his statements many must surely be already
convinced; political discussion, instead of solving social difficulties, often
complicates them, seeing that ' the discussion by far-flung interests arouses
a psychology of conflict which produces obstructive, fictitious, and irrelevant
values.' The problem of politics is ' preventive '; it is less to solve conflicts
than to prevent them. For many politicians their political policy is symbolic
of their own wants, and 'the individual is a poor judge of his own interest.'
H-is adjustment is especially likely to be 'symptomatic rather than healthy
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and reflective.' Political solutions are too often not those that are rationally
best but merely such as are emotionally satisfactory.

However tentative the conclusions, as already remarked, the line of ap-
proach is bound to become more fruitful if onlv it can be pursued adequately.

Selected Writings of John Hughlings Jackson. Volumiiie I, oIn Epilepsy
and El)ileptiforin Convutlsionis. Edite(d by JAMES TAYLOR, M.D., F.R.C.P.
l lodono: lioddetr & Stouightolt. [931. Pp). 500. Price 25s. net.

AiVLI, stUdelntS of nlellrology will welcomiie the appearance, in coInvenIient formIi,
of a, series of paper>s written by Hughlings Jackson between 186i1 and 1902,
which deal with the subject that was peculiarly his own. Many of these were
published in jouirnals long since defunct, and have never perhaps received the
serious attention they merit, for this and for other reasons. Probably only a
few neurologists to-day have really been familiar with them, and we need not
now ask whalt was their reception with, and(I influence on, those of a past
greneratioin. It suiffices that the lal)our of love of their Editor shlouldi be fuilly
appreciated to-day by all who lold Jackson;s iianae il respect ai(Itaffectiotn,
aniid by those of a iiew generatioin whlo cain now go to the fotuintaini helad( for
scientific studyv of a disease that is just as common aas ever it was. New
methods of inquiry and of research, of which Jackson was ignoranit, caninot
possibly discount the immense value of his own work, for the clinlical phenomena
remain the same.

The book is printed in a clear type, and possesses a long andl careftully
compiled index. The Editor's preface and introduction are explanatory of
the purpose of the volume, which is indispensable to the student of the subject
and which is assured of a cordial welcome by an ever widening circle.

The Treatment of Behaviour Disorders following Encephalitis. By
EARL D. BoND, M.D., and KENNETH E. APPEL, M.D. LoIIdonI: George
Allein and Unwin1. 1931. Pp. 163. Price 8s.

THE scouirge wMhiclh epidemic encephalitis has become, more particularly as
regards its aftermath of mental crippling in perhaps one-third, or more, of all
cases that survive the original attack, has long been realised not merely by
neurologists but by those who have to deal with the delinquent and the
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18EVIEWS AND NOTICtS OF BOOKS

d(ifficlilt child.' For it is clear from clinical and(I othier records tllat, miore
especially in the case of the child, juvenile, aind young adult, one of the coII-
sequences of epidemic encephalitis is -an alteration in )ersonality, so calle(d,
changing the individuial concerned into anmischievous, unreliable, impulsive,
and volatile being, whose conduict sooner or later brings him into conflict
with clomiestic or )ublic atuthorities.

Trhis aspect of the quiestioni was tlhe reas-on for the institutiion in England
-I titiTu et'I of \'vaxs dago 110WN of 1s)ea(iIh)11ospit.A Illit to (detia IWitll (c1ses of the
kind, which ha;1s prove(l to be 1usefull lrom botlh social anid a, theracipeutic point'
of view. Tlhe _presen-t mnoiographi offers the reader a critical survey of experi-
clces inl Amerieca, ini Co0nnlexioii with the University of Pennsylvania andi
1Ientisyl\vaniia. Hospital, of ani analogous kind(l. Since 1)eceinber 1924, 48 post-
elncephallitic children (twelve years old and under) Have beeln segregated in
special quiarters in the hospital because of bbad behaviour,' togethei with a

smnaller nutimber of apparently identical cases in which, however, no history
of previolus encephalitis could be obtained.

Thle a,uthors affirm with conviction that bringing the childrell under
)syciatric guidance, in groups, not merely lessens the diamnage thley were
inflicting on society, but also alters for the better the downward direction of
their lives. For all the details of the methods employed this useful publicationI
should be consulted; no little part of its value consists in the candour with whicl
after-results are scrutinised, failures being investigated just as much as successes.
Perhaps the feature that emerges prominently is the fact that the problems
which postencephalitic children present are far from being solved.

Uber Apraxie. By OTTO SITTIG, Prag. Berlin: S. Karger. 1931. Pp.
248. Price not state(l.

THE studly of apraxia has not perhaps aIttracted in recent years juist as much
attentioii as formerly : at least, it seems rather to have come under a cloud in
view of cutrrent theories dlepreciating and (leprecating efforts to correlate struc-
tuire and fuinction in the brain. Nevertheless no one who has had occasion to
stu(ly cliniically the plhenome-na of apr-axia is likely to underestimate their
localising value if lie hlas the chalince of comparinlg thelml with post-anortem
findings. It is of mtclh interest to find Dr. Otto Sittig conten(ling firmly for
the clinical signiificance anIid pathological importance of apraxic phenomnena,
btut it is still more gratifying to note his stea(ly adlherence to a, physiological
ais op)posed to a psychological stutly of the subject. He ailinad(lverts oni the
confusioni thalt has a risen by aidmixturi:e of physiological a(In psychological
ternms-a1 comment applicable also, in ftull force, to the cognate subject of
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aliAsia-aiid SWxeeks thllr0oughou0t to coInceive of the derangement oni physiological
lilies.

Appreciation of the historical part played by the researches of Huigliligs
Jackson ill this respect, first pointed out byr WilsoIn in 1908, and tardily, ackniow-
le(dge(d by Liepinann in 1920, is given by the atuthor, who indeed ranges hiiimself
iund(ler a Jacksonian standard in endeavouring to apply to the study of apraxia
thle genieral facksotiian riutle that nmovenmenits which arc most aiutomatic anid least
itiIdivif.l iaI are lea;st likely to he( affected byv cortical disease. 1)r. Sittig dlevot es
1111ch(1 atteltioill to ;aprax1il of trnik niiisculatinres, hlaving ill the (com0.r(s of the
last tw-o years hi,ad occ.asion to) obs-erve no less than 17 cases in which it, was

p)ossible to detect sonie dlisorder of this kind. Tl[e iml)ortat relationslhipi ,o
al pea xicsyLn)tOl-s to lesions of the corpuis callositiii awl( in the( distribtlltiott of
the aniterior cerelb)rail artery is well exem)lifie(d by at personala case, here reported
att considerable length. It is pleasing to find( that the auithor eschews the
schematic divisions of the Wernicke school and adopts a more empirical approach
to the pIroblem.

The monograph is well illustrated and containis aII excelleint bibliography.

The Commoner Nervous Diseases. By FREDERICK J. NArRASS, M. D.,
F.R.C.P., Assistant Phvsiciaan, Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle-uponi-
Tvne. LoIndon: Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press. 1931.
Pp. 218. Price 12s. 6d.

DR. NATTRASS has written, for general practitioners and students, a coni-
pendiouis vet concise volume dealing with the commoner nervous affections
of the day, as seen in private and ouit-patient practice. An introductory
chapter on principles of diagnosis, illustrated by a nuimber of photographs andl
diagrams, precedes a careful, accurate, and readable account of such everydav
nervouis maladies as disseminated sclerosis, neurosyphilis, neuritis, cerebral
tumouir, meningitis, encephailitis, migraine, chorea, aind so forth. Consi(lerlable
attention is paid to epilepsy and cerebral vasctular lesions, while symptoms such
as verltiigo also receive annotation. The book is thoroughly mlodernl in its
conceptions and l)Iactical in its discussioin of questions of treatment. Inter-

sperse(l through the text are brief illutstrative accounits of personally observed
cases. The acuthor is familiar with current neuirological literatuire, as appears
frlomII the variouts references in foot-notes to papers and books whichi slipply
fturther informationi on the particular point under examination.

The voltume, we believe, will serve a uiseful plurpose. No seriotus
oIIiission hias b)een niade, evenI if the author's decision cls to wliat is comiinoii
in neturology- and(i what is niot miiay not perhaps coincide with whlt othles rnight
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think. Nor does perusal reveal any particular mistake in fact or misjudgement
of theory. To write a book of this kind, indeed, requires qualities of an
exceptional nature, for the temptation to go beyond its intended scope must be
considerable. We compliment Dr. Nattrass on a meritorious achievement.

Die Primare Verrucktheit. 13y KURT KoL,F, Privatdozent at tlhe, Unii-
verlsity of'Kiel. Le(ipzig: (Ce(o() g rLiiflm. 1 931. PI). 268. PiceIi M.25.

TnHIs mnoIograp)l deals in great detail with the suibject of paranoia ait(d I)para-
phrenia oni a largely empirical and clinical basis. Some 66 cases are investi-
gated and subjected to minute analysis from psychopatlhological and genea-
logical aspects alike. The information supplied by the latter study is embodied
in a series of tables of no little interest. Much attention is paid to the physical
make-up and character of the patients, to semeiological forms and to the re-
lation of paranoia to other psychotic types, by way of both comparison an(d
contrast. Atvpical varieties also receive consi(leration. Usefiul generalisa -
tions are reached in respect of pr'ognosis, and there is some discussion
of the forensic and hereditary problems fuirnished by the material examined.
Between paranoia and paraphrenia, the latter being considered a definite
though distinctly rare entity, differences of a more or less fundamental character
are stressed. As a contribution to a somewhat vexed question it is more docu-
mentary and statistical than pathogenically illustrative, and contains no novel
theory or descriptions; nevertheless the data here subjected to analysis have
a good deal of value.

Transactions of the Sexual Reform Congress, London, 1929. Editedl
by NORMAN HAIRE, Ch.M., M.B., London. Lonidon: Kegan Paul. 1931.
Pp. 670. Price 25s. net.

THE proceedings of the Sexual Reform Congress held in London under the
auspices of the World League for Sexucal Reform emnbody a long series of papers
many of which have neither neurological nor psychopathological interest, and
among which contributions of very unequial value are included, as may be
supposed. Here and there, however, are to be found articles couched in at
scientific setting and not cheapened by catch-penny titles or vitiated by patelnt
prejudice. But the problem of sex has so many facets, and touches human
activities at so many points, that it is well for different minds, with varying
temperaments an(d outlooks, to deal with its many aspects seriatim, and a
conigress of this kind provides the opportunity.
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I. Internationale Tagung fur angewandte Psychopathologie und Psych-
ologie, Vienna, 1930. Edited by1H. HARTMANN, M. PAPPENHEIM aInd
E. STRANSKY. Berlin: S. Karger. 1931. Pp. 241. Price M.17.50.

THE transactions of the first International Congress for applied psychopathology
and psychology contain a nuimber of communications which must prove inter'
esting, and some valuiable, to those whose line of work lies in these directions.
It is impracticable to specify- all which commend themselves, though that oln
Massenpsvchose un(d In(lividuum,' by, Prof. Erismann, by Dr. Hitschmanna on
Pathographia an(l Psvehoanalysis,, and on ' Angewandte Psychopathologie

und( Gegenwartzivilisation b)y Prof. Stransky may here be mentione(l.

The Treatment of Schizophrenia. 11V L. E1. HNrSE, M.I). L,on1dol:
Baillie'n,, Tin(lall and (-Cox. 3 1. PriceI 13s. (d.

THI.S; b)ook, exce)t perlla)s for b)eginlilns's ill thle SI11)j((t, (does not fillfill ex)efetl-
tion<s. Its psychotherapeutic pronouincements are elemeintary. Only olne case
is recor(le(l ill detail, an(l its later progcess, which is the more interesting, is
deseril)ed oi11Nl in glenCer'al tersis. The patieint in quiestioni was tmost unuisually
Iteces.sible aniid self-critical, even for ani early ease.

TIhie last eli 1|)te conta anitarll1 111rit icl su mllwialv of V\ioli s ,1o(ies of

Il-(uttil(lit af)art fihol )ps(yliotIwlerapy
Ne(ve(itheless,. t he 1)0ok lilis a (lefillite I)nip)ose il) ('neloill-agilig, otile.s

towIrds(-sAlit(l1telst ill thle'ext renliew (difhi(lilt, p)lobl)lll of thle )sellostvhelhotepv o

SelliZol)lrenia.

The Recovery of Myself. 1By M1ARIA KIN(.'. Withi a p)refaet by ADoTL
MEYER. Lon(loni : Huilmphirtey MNilford, Oxford University Press. 1931.
Pp. 148. Price 9s.

IT is always instructive to hear a patient's point of view. We have here a

simple and frank account of the experienices of the authoress who was a drug-
taker and an inmate of a mental hospital for some months. The history of her

varyring mental ieactions and how she gradually gained insight into the source

and meaning of her maladaptations until she made a good recovery, makes
interesting reading. Such a record materially helps to remove the ignorant
preju(lices popularlv existing with regard to mental institutions. In her

epilogue Miss King renders a warm tribute to the new revelations of psychology
and their practical applications to psvchiatry. She points out that it is not

the mental sickness that we shotuld be ashamed of buit the inertia and prejiudice
which keep us from seeking such remedies,
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The Unknown Self. By GEORG GRODDECK, M.D. The C. AV. Daniel
Company. 1931. Pp. 207. Price 7s. 6d.

THE basis of this book is that organic disease can not only be influenced but
produced by psychological causes, and so can be influenced also by psycho-
therapy. There is introduced also the philosophising notion of an 'Es,'
closely allied to the Freudian ' Id,' which is held responsible for the production
and aggravation of the instances of organic disease mentioned.

Dr. Groddeck is a kindly physician whose ministrations are not only of
curative but of euthanasic value, but his book can only be regarded as a popular
exposition and not as a serious contribution to science.
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